
Taiwan Provides In-Bus Free 4G Wi-Fi  
To Boost M-Commerce On The Move 

A research conducted by Ministry of Transportation has revealed that 1.3 million  

commuters travel within, into and out of the city daily. The survey also indicates  

that commuters are filling their empty moments during commutes by checking  

Facebook, reading news, looking up information and, browsing products online.  

More than 40 percent of commuters would consider commuter commerce if it  

were easier to do – most public transit users identified poor cell phone  reception 

or lack of Wi-Fi as the reason they don’t shop while in transit. 

Project 
To seize this emerging opportunity of commuter commerce and help bus  

operators and Taiwan branded retailers increase revenues, the Industrial  

Development Bureau of the Ministry of Economic Affairs (MOEA), along with  

other 5 bus operators across Taiwan, formed “M-Commerce Bus Alliance” and  

launched “Smart 4G Broadband City” subsidy plans for Smart Transportation  

Services. The Industrial Technology Research Institute (ITRI) also joined in  

cooperation with MOEA on the project by providing free 4G Wi-Fi Internet and  

commuter commerce services in public/private buses on major routes, in a 

purpose of providing mobile-friendly in-bus shopping experiences. Commenting  

on this new commerce trend, ZHUO,SHI-ZHAO, Vice-Minister of Economics  

Affairs added, "While using public transport, people are constantly peering at  

their phones. This presents a unique opportunity for retailers to target and  

engage commuters with flash sales, coupons or mobile advertisements during  

commuting hours. By offering 4G and Wi-Fi connectivity on public transport,  the 

commuter commerce will be fueled and bring approximately 450 billion  annual 

output value.“ 

CASE STUDY 

REQUIREMENTS 
 Constant and high speed Wi-Fi  

connectivity on the go 

Connect to carrier-class LTE/4G  
broadband networks 

Dual-SIM for failover 

All the access points centrally  
managed by a simple and robust  
remote control management  
system. 

 Rugged design for vehicles , easy  
to deploy 

 Integrated GPS for tracking  
vehicles’ location in real time 

Higher capacity. Majority of  
capacity had to be delivered in the  
2.4GHz band, with the 5GHz band  
available for future growth 

SOLUTIONS: 

Mobileport Dual-SIM LTE-FI AP 

 zCloud Manager 

BENEFITS: 
Fast, reliable wireless connectivity 

All clients able to connect at the  
highest data rates with strong  
signals 

Higher speed 802.11ac Wi-Fi to  
support the distribution of HD  
content 

 Elimination of manual management  
for individual APs 

Easy and cost-effective 
configuration and installation. 

In-Bus Hot Spot 

LEFT: A press conference was  
held by MOEA, announcing  
the new M-Commerce Bus  
Alliance and launch of Y5Bus  
service.” MOEA initiative  
aims at initiative aims at  
providing free 4G Wi-Fi  
service to boost M-commerce  
and grow revenues. 
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Needs & Solutions 
With an idea to create the ultimate Internet access and on-the-  

go shopping experience for riders, the government needed a  

robust, high-performing, reliable 4G Wi-Fi solution to deliver new  

distribution channels for products and services and online  

shopping. The government knew that without a reliable,  

enterprise-grade means of in-vehicle network connectivity —  

none of these applications would be possible. After an extensive  

search and in-depth testing, the ITRI selected ZDC LTE  networking 

solutions in commuter buses. 

In the summer of 2015, ZDC began to work with ITRI to design  

robust, high performance and reliable LTE Wi-Fi system to ensure  

fast and consistent Internet access and online purchase  

transaction. In a addition, it is required to manage in-bus LTE-Fi  

access points at their central location so that bus IT team can  

configure and manage all the in-bus LTE-Fi access points in  

minutes. To ensure uninterrupted Internet access for a smooth  

and joyful information checking and purchase experience, dual-  

SIM cellular backup support for failover to two separate network  

carriers was a essential need for in-bus always-connected  

network availability. 

ZDC’s LTE-Fi solution features dual-concurrent Wi-Fi with the  

latest generation of 802.11ac technology, integrating 4G and GPS  

module, and a ruggedized housing certified for shock and  

vibration. The dual-SIM support ensures network availability  

when the primary cellular connectivity goes down. zCloud 

Manager, ZDC’s cloud-based network management and  

application platform, enables bus operators to centrally and  

rapidly configure LTE-Fi access points all at once, making  

management much simpler. 

 

AP Deployment 
This project installed LTE-Fi access points on a total of 500 buses  

across five bus operators for the first trial run. With ZDC LTE-Fi  

solution, installing the in-vehicle network was simple. The  

installer company installed 500 platforms in approximately 30  

days. Instead of taking several months of turnover time for  

installation, each bus was able to install the platform and return  

to service in a matter of hours. The ease of installation allowed  to 

simplify deployments and significantly reduce turn-up time. “I  

was very impressed with how simple, quick, and easy it was to 

TOP: With launch of Y5Bus service,  
passengers traveling in these 4G- 
equipped Y5 buses among five 
public/private bus operators will be  
able to connect all data compatible 
mobile devices including smart 
phones,  and  tablets  to  the Wi-Fi and 
enjoy   an  electrifying   experience of 
internet browsing and leisure 
shopping on 4G on the move without  
the worry that they will use up their  
valuable data package. 



deploy the ZDC solutions,” said Hsu Kai Hsiang, director of  

Ubus. “The LTE-Fi access point was very simple to set up  and 

once the LTE-Fi device is up and running, the Internet  

connection is immediately established and it performs  

flawlessly.” zCloud Manager, ZDC’s cloud-based management  

platform, enables bus IT team to rapidly and remotely  

manage its bus fleet’s network configuration in minutes.  

zCloud Manager also affords the ability to provide essential  

reporting and statistical information on the network and its  

performance. It can also track the types of devices being  

connected, the frequency of use and session duration, and  

provides daily, weekly or monthly reports. With a built-in  GPS 

receiver in the LTE-Fi Access Point, a bus can be tracked  in 

real-time by sending GPS coordinates over the Internet so  

the bus’ current position is shown on zCloud. This  

implementation can reduce costs, enhance mission  

execution and streamline fleet maintenance, enabling bus  

companies to make more efficient use of their valuable fleet  

and personnel resources. 

Dual-SIM Cellular Backup For Failover 
Because the government’s main aim is to provide  commuters 

and travelers Internet connectivity to create  sales 

opportunities and increase revenues, they needed a  solution 

to provide high speed and reliable Internet access to  

strengthen their online marketing and transaction.  

Unfortunately, no single network connection can deliver  

100% uptime. "One of the challenges when you’re on the  

road is that as you’re driving around and you don’t always  

have the best coverage from one provider’s cellular tower to  

another,” said Hsu Kai Hsiang. “The ability to deliver instant  

connectivity was a major criteria for us. Network downtime 

may cause brand credibility, also can lead to  further loss of 

revenue”. ZDC’s dual-SIM design allow you to  use the same or 

different cellular providers for network  failover. When the 

primary broadband connection is lost,  the LTE-Fi access point 

automatically switches over the  secondary LTE network which 

enables bus operator to offer  dual-carrier mobile network 

connectivity to ensure seamless,  always-connected 

transportation experience. By integrating  ZDC’s failover 

redundancy solution, bus operators are able to  guarantee 

business continuity and consistent service to its  customers. 

"One of the challenges when you’re on the 

road is that as you’re driving around and 

you don’t always have the best coverage 

from one provider’s cellular tower to 

another. The ability to deliver instant 

connectivity was a major criteria for us. 

Network downtime may cause brand 

credibility, also can lead to further loss of 

revenue. ZDC proved to us that they could 

meet the need. “ 

BOTTOM: While using public transport,  
people are constantly peering at their 
phones. This presents a unique 
opportunity for retailers to target and  
engage commuters with flash sales,  
coupons or mobile advertisements  
during commuting hours. However,  
poor or limited cellphone reception  
and the lack of Wi-Fi on public 
transport hold riders back from 
shopping while commuting. With 4G  
Wi-Fi connectivity on buses, commuter 
commerce  will  boom as commuters 
use their time efficiently to shop from 
their smartphones while on the move. 

Hsu Kai Hsiang 

Director of Ubus 
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To increase revenues for bus operators , Taiwan branded  

retailers and government, web access to transit property  

websites and transit-related smart phone applications can  

provide opportunities for advertising from both those  

entities targeting riders and those with general local interest.  

One of the keys to this initiative’s success will be 4G and Wi-  

Fi, as consumers won’t embrace this product if they  

continually lose their signals or have to battle slow Internet  

speeds. The other key is mobile application. Mobile apps  play 

a crucial role when travelers are on-the-go. Customers  who 

download an app or log on to a mobile site will be  looking 

for information that will add value while they are  travelling. 

ITRI was tasked with designing a mobile app  called Y5Bus and 

ZDC was chosen to provide high-  performing, reliable 4G Wi-

Fi solution to support its mobile  connectivity needs. 

After completing months of trial, the ZDC LTE-Fi continues to  

meet their connectivity needs, offering maximum mobility  

for the in-bus network. The rider experience is on a whole 

different level than before. ZDC’s LTE-Fi system handles  

simultaneous users without problems. With an average of  40 

concurrent clients on the network, passengers can now  

stream videos, receive promotional items and share their  

experience via social media through Y5Bus app. And on the  

flip side, this new network allows the bus operators to build  

fan engagement while strengthening its brand. It’s a win—  

win for everybody. “With ZDC we now have in place a  

superior 4G Wi-Fi solution that delivers high reliability and  

blazing performance. This helps us better serve our own  

customers and turn Wi-Fi into a revenue generating asset.” 

TOP: Access Wi-Fi is simple. Step 1: Select  
Wi-Fi SSID “Y5Bus_4G” or “Y5Bus_LTE”. 
Step 2: Download “Y5Bus” APP. Step 3:  
Register with either email, mobile phone  
number, Facebook or Google account. 

Conclusion 
Overall, ZDC’s 4G Wi-Fi solution has been proven quite  

successful. With such a robust system in place, MOEA is  

already moving forward with plans for future expansion of  

deploying 4G Wi-Fi network on 1000 buses by the end of  

2017. 

“Wi-Fi access is a crucial element in 

providing connectivity to travelers and 

commuters, as well as facilitating business 

and social communications. ZDC solution 

enables riders to benefit from a fast, non- 

stop Internet connection and mobile 

shopping on the go.” 

Chiueh Tzi-Cker 

Vice President and General Director  

Information and Communications Research  

Laboratories, ITRI 
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